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We prove that three-head one-way DFA cannot perform string matching, that is, no 
three-head one-way DFA accepts the language L= {x#y lx  is a substring of y, where 
x, y e {0, 1 }* }. This answers the k = 3 case of the question whether a k-head one-way DFA 
can perform string matching, raised by Galil and Seiferas. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
The str ing-matching problem is defined as follows [GS] :  Given a character 
string x, called the pattern, and a character string y, called the text, find all 
occurrences of x as a subword of y. 
It is well known that string matching is a very important  practical problem. Since 
the l inear-t ime algorithms of IBM,  C, KMP] ,  there have been constant efforts to 
find l inear-t ime algorithms which use less space. The best theoretical result is in 
[GS] ,  where it was shown that str ing-matching can be performed by a six-head 
two-way determinist ic finite automaton in l inear time. In [GS] ,  it was observed 
that a one-way k-head deterministic finite automaton (k -DFA)  must operate in 
l inear time, and it was asked whether string matching could be performed by a one- 
way k-head determinist ic finite automaton (k -DFA thereafter), for some k. In 
[LY] ,  it was shown that the answer is no for k = 2. 
As the main result of this paper, we develop new simple techniques and answer 
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the question for the case of k = 3. We actually prove a slightly stronger esult which 
asserts that three one-way heads cannot even detect he existence of the pattern in 
the text, as stated precisely in Theorem 1. The current proof greatly simplified a 
previous version IL l  of this paper. We believe our current proof will provide useful 
techniques for the general problem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
A k-DFA M= (Z,  Q, 6, qo, F, k ) ,  is a deterministic finite automaton with k one- 
way read heads hi, h 2 ..... h k. X, Q, 6, q0, F are the alphabet, the set of states, the 
transition function, the starting state, and the set of final states, respectively. M has 
a one-way read-only input tape. We assume that the input to M is of the form, 
$pattern# textS, where w.l.o.g, we assume S= {0, 1 } and pattern, text ~ S*. The $ 
signs serve as endmarkers. Initially, all k heads are on the first bit of input. At each 
step, depending on the current state and the ordered k-tuple of symbols seen by the 
heads hi, h2, ..., hk, M deterministically changes tate and moves some of the heads 
one position to the right. Without loss of generality, on each input all heads will 
eventually reach and stay at the final $ sign. M accepts an input if it is in a final 
state when all heads reach the end. Our lower bound holds even when we allow 
that the heads can see each other, that is, they can detect heir coincidences so that 
the k-DFA may change state differently if some heads meet. 
ID, of M on input I is the (k + 1)-tuple: (q, ij, i2 ..... ik), where q is a state and 
ij for 1 ~< j ~< k, is the position of the j th  head at time t. 
Kolmogorov complexity has played an important role in lower bound proofs. 
Its usage in lower bound proofs was first introduced in [P, PSS]. We define 
Kolmogorov complexity of a string x, denoted by K(x), to be the length of the 
shortest program that prints x (only), with respect o some enumeration of pro- 
grams. A string x is random if K(x) >~ Ixl. The conditional Kolmogrov complexity 
of x with respect o y, denoted by K(xl y), is the length of the shortest program 
which, with extra information y, prints x; x is random relative to y if K(xly)>>- 
Ixl- logl y[. We state two simple well-known facts without proofs. See, for example, 
[PSS, RS, M, LV1 ], or the survey [LV]. 
Fact 1. There exist random strings of each length. In fact, most strings are 
random. 
Fact 2. If string x = uvw is random, then K(vluw) >i iv] - O(loglx]). 
For convenience, we sometimes write x -v  to denote the string obtained by 
deleting all occurrences of v from x (since we are dealing with random strings no 
occurrence of v will overlap with other occurrence of v for long enough v). 
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3. THREE ONE-WAY HEADS CANNOT DO STRING MATCHING 
THEOREM. No 3-DFA accepts L = {$x# y$ lx  is a substring of y}. 
Proof of the theorem. Suppose a 3-DFA M = (Z,  Q, 6, q0, F, 3)  accepts L. 
Since the heads can see each other, we can assume that they do not change their 
relative positions. Therefore we can simply use hi, h2, and h 3 to denote the leading 
head (rightmost), the second head, and the last head, respectively. Fix a long 
enough random string X of length n2- -{  - n, where n >> 2 lel is large enough so that all 
subsequent formulae make sense. Let X=xaa l . . .a , _ l  such that for all i: 
Lx] = qa] = mail = n. Further divide x equally: x = x~x2x3x4. We will use x (of length 
n) as the pattern of the input and will use x, and the a's to construct he text part. 
We will show that K(X)< IXI for a contradiction. Our input to M, I=  x# y, will 
have length at most O(n3); hence log[I] = O(log n). We always assume that we are 
in the process of running M on input x # y, where y is determined adaptively 
depending on the behavior of the machine. 
DEFINITION. Let y and z be any two segments in the input I of M. We say that 
M checked y with z if on input I, there is a time such that M moves one head at 
least one step in z while another head is in y. 
CHECKING LEMMA. Let M accept input I = x # uxv and x~ of x in uxv is not 
checked with any other occurrence of x~ in I. Then there is an x~ such that 
K(x~ lx - -  xi, u -- xi, v - xi) <~ O([MI + log]I[) (,) 
and M also accepts input x # ux!v, where x' is obtained from x by replacing x~ 
with x~. 
Remark on how to use the checking lemma. On input I=  x # uxv, if xi is not 
checked and K(x i lx - -x~,  u -x~,  v -x~)>>O( lM ] +logll I) ,  then M also accepts 
input x # ux'v, where x '# x because K(xi)>> K(x~)= O(log n). Hence M accepts a 
wrong input. Later, we will simply refer to the checking lemma without repeating 
this argument. It is important to note the requirement that uxv-x i  must not 
contain much information about x~. 
Proof Define a crossing sequence at a position p of the input to be the sequence 
of ID's, ordered by time, where each ID contains the following information of M 
(location of h~, location of h2, location of h3, current state) 
at the steps when some head enters position p for the first time. Each ID needs total 
description length at most O([M] +log]II). For M, a crossing sequence contains 
three ID's. Let ]c.s.] denote the description length of a crossing sequence, then 
]c.s.] ~< O(]MI + logllI). Let c.s.1 and c.s.2 be the crossing sequence at the two posi- 
tions pl and P2 surrounding (one bit before and one bit after) the segment x/, 
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respectively. We search for an x~ as follows. We enumerate each string ffi of length 
[xi[. We replac e xi of x in I with ~i- We partially simulate M. Start M with status 
described by the first ID in c.s.l at position pl. At this point a head enters ffi. 
Simulate M honestly. During the simulation, if some head attempts to get into an 
xi segment in x, u, or v, then disregard this ~i. 
Note that it is possible that some head is stationary in some other xi segment, but 
then by definition such head does not move since otherwise our xi is checked with 
some other occurrence of xi. So we just need to remember that bit (or two bits for 
two heads) in order to perform the simulation for the pass. 
When the head reaches P2, we check if the current status of the machine matches 
the description of the corresponding ID in c.s.2. If not, disregard this :~. If consis- 
tent, take the next ID from c.s.1 and repeat above. We repeat his three times for 
three heads. The above simulation can be carried out only with information x -  xi, 
u-x i ,  v -x i ,  c.s.~, c.s.2, and a description of M. We are guaranteed to find such 
an x; since we know at least one exists. Hence the first x; we found is determined 
by the crossing sequences and uxv-x i ,  so 
K(x; l x - xi, u -  xi, v - xe) ~ O([MI + logllI). Q.E.D. 
MOVING LEMMA. Let a be a block o f  length n in text, such that 
K(a) >~ n - O(log n). Assume that M is in state q and one o f  the heads hi, 1 <~ i <~ 3, 
is at the f i rst  bit o f  a. Then either 
1. while hi crosses a, some other head moves at least one step, or 
2. hi will move regardless o f  what it reads until it reaches end o f  input or meets 
with some other head, while all other heads stay stationary. 
Proof  If (2) is false, then from each state of M, during the time hi is passing 
through a, there is a sequence of at most IQI long that will make some other head 
move. This is because that M has only IQI states and the shortest distance from any 
state to any other state is at most IQ[ if there is a path at all. Now assume that hi 
passes a without any other head moving, we will show that a is significantly 
compressible. We use M to compress a. 
At each bit of a, a certain combination of sequence of length IQ[ starting from 
this bit cannot occur since this sequence will lead to the movement of another head. 
We know that a satisfies the following properties: 
1. If M starts with state q and hi at beginning of a, h i should move through 
a without moving other heads. 
2. At any step, M is always in a state such that there is a string of length I QI 
which would lead to the movement of other heads. 
The number of strings of length [al satisfying above two properties is at most, by 
simple counting, 
(2JQI _ 1)laHQI. 
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We can now code a as the ith string of length [a[ such that M starting from state 
q will move through it without moving other heads. Number i can be described in 
(1 -e) la[  bits by the above, where e is fixed constant depending only on ]Q[. Other 
information eeded is 
• Description of M, O(1) bits; 
• The current bits read by other heads, O(1) bits; 
• Current state of M, O(1) bits. 
Total is less than K(a), a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Two-HEAD MOVING LEMMA. Assume that K(abcd)>~ [abcd[-  O(log n) and [al, 
[b[, [c[, [d[ >n/8, and assume that hi is at the beginning of  a and h2 is at the 
beginning of  b on input x# ... bc . . .  ad . . .  . Then when hi finishes a or h2finishes b, 
either 
1. h 3 has moved at least one step; or otherwise 
2. h 1 and h2 will keep on moving alone, no matter what the input is afterward, 
until they meet or one of  them reaches the end of  input. 
Furthermore, i f  (2) is true, then after one of  hi or h2finishes c or d, no matter what 
the input is afterward, either 
(2.1) There will always be some input strings (of length <~ [Q I) that make h l 
and h2 both move before they meet or reach the $ sign; or 
(2.2) One head will move alone until it reaches the $ sign or meet the other 
head. 
Proof  The proof is very similar to the (one-head) moving lemma. If (2) is false, 
then from any current state before hi moves out of a or h2 moves out of b, with 
some two input segments each of length IQ] under hj and h2, respectively, M will 
move h3. This is again because the shortest distance from any current state to any 
other reachable state in the state diagram of M is at most I2QI. By similar proof 
as in the moving lemma we can compress ab. String ab satisfies the following two 
properties: 
1. If M starts with state q, hi at beginning of a, and h2 at beginning of b, then 
h3 will not move until h~ reaches the end of a or h2 reaches the end of b. 
2. At any step, M is always in a state such that there are two strings each of 
length IQI which, if read by hi and h2, respectively, would lead to the movements 
of h 3. 
The number of strings of length l abl that satisfy above two properties is at most 
(2 21QI - 1 )labl/21QI. 
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The rest of the proof for Cases (1) and (2) is similar to that of moving lemma, 
hence omitted. 
The same proof also works for Cases (2.1) and (2.2) except we need the following 
observation. Let p be a state from which, once entered, M will always stay in some 
state such that both hi, hz will always have a chance to move with some input com- 
bination. Let q be a state such that, once entered, only one head can move until it 
meets the other or reads $. If M does not have such states, we will have that case 
(2.1) is true. Otherwise from any current state of M to p or q, the shortest distance 
is at most [Q[, and we repeat above argument so that one of p and q must be 
entered (or abcd can be greatly compressed). I fp  is entered first then (2.1) is true. 
If q is entered first, (2.2) is true. Q.E.D. 
We begin to prove the main theorem. All the heads are initially at the $ sign. One 
head must first move passing #.  We claim that with input 
X # a2nXlX2X3 "'" (2) 
h2 must pass the # sign when hi reaches the end of a 2n. If this is not true h I would 
move to the end of input anyway (while h2, h3 stay stationary) by the moving 
lemma. Then on input x # a2nx, hi first reaches the end before h2 reaches # sign. 
Then when h2 passes through a 2n, again by the moving lemma, either h2 is out of 
pattern x or h2 moves to the end anyway (while h3 stays stationary). In either case 
x is not checked. Hence when hi reaches the end of a 2n h2 is in a 2n. 
Now, when hi finishes reading x2 of text, we consider three possibilities: 
1. h 3 has not moved and h2 has already reached x2 of text. In this case we 
append x4 to the input and then Xl cannot be checked, this leads to contradiction 
by the checking lemma; 
2. h3 has not moved and h 2 has not reached x2 of the text. Then h I and h2 
are at least n/4 bits apart. By the two-head moving lemma, either h3 makes a move 
before h I finishes reading x3 or hi and h2 move until they meet or hi reaches the 
end of the input (without moving h3) no matter what they read. In the previous 
case (h3 moves), case 3 applies; For the latter case (h3 does not move), by (2) of 
the two-head moving lemma, when hi finishes reading x3, either (2.1) or (2.2) of the 
lemma is true. 
If (2.1) is true, then two heads move. We append x4am$ to the partial input, 
where m = nl and l is the length of the current partial input. With this input, each 
time hi crosses an a-block, h2 has to make a move by the two-head moving lemma 
(case 2.1) and the moving lemma. So when hi reaches the end of input, h2 is out 
of x4; hence x4 is not checked, a contradiction. It is also possible that hi and h2 
meet before hi reaches the end, but in this case h2 is out of x3, and hence x3 cannot 
be checked. 
If (2.2) is true, then only one head moves. We append amx$ to the partial input, 
where m is same as above. Now h~ first goes to the end of input alone, while h2 
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stays before am. Then by the moving lemma, by the time h 2 reaches the end of a m, 
either h3 is out of the pattern x # or h2 goes to the end of the input. In either case 
x4 in the text cannot be checked. 
2n to the partial input to obtain 3. h3 makes a move. In this case, we append a 1 
X ~ a2nxax2X3 a2n. (3) 
When hi 
following 
(I) 
(II) 
(III) 
end; 
(IV) 
they meet 
finishes reading a~ n, by the two-head moving lemma, we can have the 
cases  
h 3 is out of the pattern. 
h2 entered 2n. a 1 
h3 is in the pattern, h2 has not entered a 2n, and h~ moves alone to the 
h 3 is in the pattern, h2 has not entered a12", and hi and h2 will move until 
or one reaches $. 
In case (I) we append x to the input. Then the x4 part of this x cannot be checked 
and we are done. 
In case (II), we add aZnXlXzX3 to  the input and repeat the above argument so 
that each time ha is moved at least one step. Eventually h3 is out of the pattern or 
some of the other previous cases happen, so we are done. In each iteration, we use 
the next a block. Then length of the whole text is bound by some polynomial in n 
(less than O(n3)). 
In case (III), append x to the input. Then by the moving lemma when h2 passes 
2n h3 either moves at least one step per aa-block or it stays stationary until h2 a 1 , 
reaches $, and in either case x4 in x cannot be checked. 
In case (IV) we also append x to input. Then since both heads are moving and 
(II) is not true; when h 1 reaches $, h2 has not reached the middle of a2nx yet, by 
the moving lemma. Then the argument is the same as in case (III). 
Note that the text is constructed solely by a -s ,  Xa, x2, Xa, and 
K(x41text) ~ Ix41. This makes the checking lemma applicable. We have completed 
our proof. Q.E.D. 
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